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RESULTS OF COMPARISON TESTING OF LEADER WATER BLOCKS FOR
CONVECTIVE COOLING OF MODERN PROCESSORS

by Yuriy K. Krasnov+) and Vladimir Lygin ++)

ABSTRACT: In order to investigate capability of the convective cooling of modern integral
circuits (CPU, GPU, Sound Cards, etc.) the systematic measurements of physical parameters of
heat exchange process between heated copper cube and leader water blocks attached on
cube’s top were conducted. The general formula for the dependence of thermal resistance of
the cooling block on the rate of coolant’s discharge through it was established. The crucial role
of the hydraulic resistance of cooling blocks for further improvement of the convective cooling
of the integral circuits (CPU, GPU, etc.) is discussed. Manufacturing of processors that are
primordially jointed with convective cooling block, which is designed by Vortical Boiling
Technology (VBT), is suggested.

Problem description
The progress in integral circuit manufacturing has provided the level of effectiveness of
the contemporary processors, where the generation of a parasitic heat becomes a main
restraining factor for further improvement of efficiency. The recently issued Intel CPUs such as
Xeon 5080, X7460 and Core i7-960 overstep threshold of 130W, and Xeon X5365, X7130M
and X7150N – even of 150W [1]. Not mentioning needs of overclocking and just coming 3D
technology of CPUs [2], one can recognize that further development of even current
technologies will produce processors that will generate more heat than just discussed once. It is
obvious that such volume of heat can not be disposed in the industry acceptable way due to air
conditioning, so that implementation of convective fluid cooling is inevitable.
There are several products on current market that are capable to provide reliable
convective cooling of CPUs that generate 130-150W of heat power. The leaders are water
blocks D-TEK (D-TEK Custom, Canada) [3], Koolance (Koolance, USA + South Korea) [4] and
Apogee GTZ (Swiftech, USA) [5]. All these water blocks were designed with the best usage of
capability of the well known heat transfer mechanism due to a raw turbulent streamlining the
heated surface, and effectiveness of heat transfer was provided by the artificial increasing (in
10 times) of the streamlined surface due to construction of lattice of posts that are growing of
thermo-conductive wall of the water block, which is in mechanical contact with cooled CPU.
The price for such method of increasing of effectiveness of heat intake was obvious – a huge
increasing of hydraulic resistance of water blocks.
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In other side, there is designed water block QualiCell (Qualitics, Inc., USA) that embodies
so called Vertical Boiling Technology (VBT) that was discovered, studied and explained in 19801986 in Russia [6-12], which is capable to provide flow of fluid with ultimate high heat intake
ability at ultimate low rising of the hydraulic resistance of channel.
The first purpose of present work was a comparison of features and performances of all
above mentioned water blocks: QualiCell (QC), D-TEK, Koolance and Apogee GTZ.
No matter how good water blocks we have today, the progress in the considered
industry definitely requires some reconsideration of our recognition of ways how integral
circuits will be developed in future. Soon or later we will came face to face to the urgent
necessity of resolution of very long standing problem: the creation and implementation of
thermal stabilization system that could be able to keep processor working below critical
temperature in auto-model regime at any possible level of instant loading of it. Recent efforts
of IBM and associates to achieve of some meaningful success in the development of thermal
stabilization system for 3D processors due to pumping a fluid coolant directly between layers of
3D integral circuits are a good illustration where industry has to go and what role the systems
of thermal stabilization will play.
Let us notice that absence of such system in contemporary processors is what the most
obviously distinguish of them from human brain. Indeed, the electrical net of CPU provides its
elements with energy, as blood does for brain, but has no blood’s feature - to cool brain’s cells.
Future processors have got to be connected with small, but powerful “hearth” (a pump), that
would provide needed outlay of “blood” (a fluid coolant) in appropriate system of vessels (a
blood-vessel system) that should streamline all important elements (cells) of CPU and take off
an extra heat, which those elements are producing, and bring it to the appropriately effective
“lungs” (a radiator) where “blood” could pass accumulated heat to the ambient air and recreate
its initial temperature, and whole this system should be able to be regulated by the same
“brain” (CPU).
But even simple optimization of such multi-component system, as CPU water
cooling system is, is impossible without knowing what output each component of system (i. e.
water block, pump, radiator, fan and pipes) will produce at given input. Recognition of this
problem has induced a second purpose of the present work – investigation and reconstruction
of the formulas that are describing thermal resistances of all tested water cooling blocks:
QualiCell (QC), D-TEK, Koolance and Apogee GTZ.
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Specification for Comparison Test
1. Four Cooling cells should be compared: QualiCell, D-TEK, Koolance and Apogee GTZ.
2. At comparison the starting conditions for each of cells should be the same for any test.
3. The imitation of PC processor should be provided due to heated copper cube, the top
polished surface of which will imitate a processor – the Thermal Plate (TP).
4. The following parameters have to be controlled:
- Ambient temperature, Tamb
- Temperature of water in the entrance of cell, Tentr
- Temperature of water in the exit of cell, Texit
- Temperature of Thermal Plate in the thermo-dynamical equilibrium (stationary
values), Tup (or TTP)
- Heat power that is transferring through Thermal Plate in the thermo-dynamical
equilibrium, Q
- Water discharge through cell in the thermo-dynamical equilibrium, G
5. All cells have to be clasped to Thermal Plate under the same pressure and the same
greasing paste should be used
6. For each Cooling cell the following measurements should be done:
- For given discharge of water, G, and given Heating power, Q, the evolution of the
temperature of Thermal Plate, Tup or TTP, should be monitored during the period that
is equal to 5 times of the
- Time, which is needed to reach of 95% of the temperature in the thermo-dynamical
equilibrium, to.
- For given discharge of water, G, the said evolutions of Thermal Plate’s temperature,
Tup (or TTP) should be obtained for, at least, 5 Heating powers, Q, into the interval of
values [100W, 500W] (preferably, equally distanced values)
- For each tested cell said evolutions of Thermal Plate’s temperature, Tup (or TTP)
should be obtained for, at least, 5 discharges of water, G, through tested cell into
the interval of values [0.5 Gallons/min, 3.5 Gallons/min] (preferably, equally
distanced values)
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Testing Stand
The main element of Testing Stand is a 2.5”x2.5” pure (99.9%) copper cube that is
shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Copper cube with hitting spiral
inside its bottom part.
The heating element (see Fig. 2) is pressed and sealed on the bottom of this cube in such a way
that heating spiral can be connected with source of an electric current.

Fig. 2. Heating element before pressing (with fulfilling of it with a quartz sand) and
sealing it into a sleet into the bottom of copper cube)
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After sealing heater inside the copper cube, it was covered with thermo-insulating materials
together with four attachment bolts and holes, as it is shown in Fig. 3a and 3b, correspondingly.
This made imitator of heating PC processor equipped with well-fixed polished Thermal Plate
(TP), the top surface of cube, and ready to be covered by Cooling Cell to be tested.

Fig. 3a. PC processor imitator
with attachment bolts.

Fig. 3b. PC processor imitator
with attachment holes.

Testing Procedure
The Thermal Plate (TP) – the top surface of the copper cube seen in Fig. 1-3 – was covered by
the tested Cooling Cell and reliably pressed to the TP by the to four screws (see Fig. 4). The
same standard greasing paste was used in each test.

Fig. 4. D-TEK water block attached on the top surface of heated copper cub.
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(Thermo-couples in entrance and exit of water block are seen)
Such set was incorporated in the standard water flowing opened circle. The water discharge
and drop of pressure were measured by the sensitive flow rate meter and monometer,
respectively (see Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Gauges that were used at measurements.

Let’s make the following notices.
In special experiment was discovered that built stand provides very good thermal
insolence of the copper cube: the losses of heat through all sides of stand besides top surface of
cube were less than 6%.
The precision of measurements of temperature was about 0.2 oC, or about 1% of
minimal temperature that occurred during entire test.
Big pressures were measured by standard fluid monometer, and “fine” values were
adjusted due to water U-monometer that is shown in Fig. 5.
The heat power was controlled due to three methods: by difference of temperatures of
water after and before water block; by measuring of gradient of temperature along height of
the copper cube; and by measuring power of electric current, which was heating the spiral
heater inside bottom part of the copper cube.
All data were collected, stored and processed by computer during entire test with given
regularity (usually – 1 count each 10 sec). All tables were printed and all graphs were drawn
automatically.
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Test results
All procedures, which are mentioned in Specification for Comparison Test, were applied.
The typical evolutions of temperature on TP are shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Development of temperature of TP after
instant turning on of heater for a given electric power, Q, and
at constant value of water discharge, G.
The major results of the conducted test are the following.

Pressure drop
Because all major designers of water blocks went by path that is following ideology of
extensive increasing of heat intake effect due to streamlining as large area of the heat exchange
as possible, they have constructed water blocks’ inside surface as an labyrinth of posts that like
stalagmites are growing from the bottom thermo-conducting plate of their water blocks (see
pictures in Fig.7). Such artificial enlargement of streamlined surface indeed increases heat
intake effect, but simultaneously dramatically increases hydraulic resistance of passing channel
inside water block. Just as it does any raw turbulence in any channel. Of course, it effects in a
huge pressure drop caused by such blocks.
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Fig. 7a. Apogee GTZ

Fig. 7c. D-TEK

Fig. 7b. Koolance

Fig. 7b. QualiCell

In contrary, the Vortical Boiling regime of flow, which is generated at streamlining a
triangular lattice of the non-potential segmental dimples, as once used in QualiCell, practically
deals with a natural area of the bottom thermo-conducting plate of water block, and is
developing at totally empty hydraulic channel not blocked up by any artificial outgrows.
In other words, if competitor blocks are providing cooling effect due to the artificially
enlarged heat transfer surface at very modest heat transfer index, QualiCell does the same
effect due to unprecedentedly big heat transfer index at practically generic area of the plane
thermal contact surface. That is why the pressure drops for QualiCell and all other competitors
are so dramatically different (see data in Fig. 8).
But urgent problem to significantly increase heat intake ability of water blocks can not
be solved due to further significant increasing of heat transfer surface, just as it has already
happened with the air cooling systems. Therefore, in the water cooling industry we have only
the one significant reserve – to increase the velocity of coolant in the water block that provides
convective heat exchange. And here steps forward such important feature of convective cooling
process known as the hydraulic resistance.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of pressure drops for all tested water blocks.
The dramatic difference in hydraulic resistances of tested water cooling blocks, which is
shown in Fig. 8, sets up a global question about efficiency of the contemporary design of the
convective cooling systems.
Implementation of VBT in water blocks, radiators and water transport channels (pipes)
can dramatically improve hydraulic resistance of each device, increase functional productivity
and efficiency of entire cooling system, and significantly decrease cost, noise and dimensions of
said systems.
In concern of 3D technology of the integral circuits the implementation of VBT seems to
be the only one way that is capable to provide really significant break-through in resolution of
the thermal stabilization problem.
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Thermal resistance of water blocks
Following figures (Fig. 9a and 9b) represent comparison of major characteristic, the
thermal resistance, for all four tested water blocks. According to definition, thermal resistance
R is a ratio of difference of temperatures of Thermal Plate and entered coolant (water) to heat
power transferred from Thermal Plate to coolant, i. e.
R = (TTP – Tentr)/Q
The units of R are oC/W.

Fig. 9a. Comparison of thermal resistances.

Fig. 9b. Comparison of heat exchange rates.

Another important characteristic of convective cooling is so called heat transfer
coefficient, , which was introduced by Newton in his famous formula:
Q = Swet

(TTP – Tentr)

where Swet is an area of total “wet” surface, i. e. heat transferring area that is streamlined by a
fluid coolant. The units of are W/m2 oC.
Comparing these two formulas, one will find the following relation between R and :
R = 1/Swet

or

Swet

R

The Fig. 10 bellow shows the typical configuration of inner side of heat contact surface
of Apogee water block. As one can see, due to implemented lattice of rhomboid posts, the
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“wet” surface of this block was increased almost in 10-20 times. Same technology is used in
other tested water blocks. In contrast, the lattice of segmental dimples changes “wet” area not
more as in 1.15-1.20 times, or on 15%-20%.

Fig. 10. Typical lattice of rhomboid posts in Apogee technology.
Keeping these facts in mind, one can conclude that data in Fig. 9 shown that heat
transfer coefficient of Vortical Boiling regime of flow is significantly higher (in our particular
case – in 8-16 times) than the same index of usual raw turbulent flow.
Water block’s formula
Analysis of these experimental data shows that the evolution of temperature of the Thermal
Plate after turning on stationary heat supply with heat power Q W is described by the following
formula:
where:
is an instant temperature of Thermal Plate in oC;
Tenter(t) is an instant temperature of water on the entrance of Cooling Block
that is attached on the Thermal Plate (if this temperature is kept as a constant), in oC;
is constant heat power of source of heat, in W;
is a constant discharge of water through the Cooling Block, in gl/min;
t is time, in min;
to is relaxation time that characterizes the “thermal inertia” of an
individual Cooling Block, in min;
m is some number that characterizes an individual Cooling Block;
is another constant that characterizes an individual Cooling Block.
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Thermal inertia
Our analysis has shown that if temperatures are measured in oC, heat power is measured in W,
time is measured in min, and water discharge is measured in gl/min, then for the investigated
four water cooling blocks the three characteristic parameters, which are figuring in the above
written general formula, are the followings:

Fig. 11. Basic parameters in water block’s formula.

Discussion of results
A simple look on the picture in Fig. 8 is enough to conclude that, without any doubts,
the future of the convective cooling system will be based on method that is used in QualiCell.
As the obtained water block’s formula shows, the thermal resistance of water blocks
does not depend on level of exchanged heat and totally is defined by value of the fluid coolant’s
discharge. It signifies that thermal convection in coolant is negligible in comparison with
dynamical convection even in such laminar current as one in QualiCell is.
This formula gives a quantitative basis for resolution of the problems of optimization
and auto-regulation of entire process of the convective cooling in computers and other cyber
technique.
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